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Workforce planning & skills

The below information is taken from 29/10/2020
REC Jobs Outlook report, including findings

from their July-Sept survey.* 

We have pulled out key data points for the
construction sector & wider jobs market for

your interest.

Should you require any further detail from the
full report, or your organisation would like

more market analyses, please  get in touch at
hello@buildingcareersuk.com

 

*JobsOutlook is the REC monthly survey detailing the hiring intentions of UK employers, featuring analysis of workforce demand and candidate shortages across all sectors. 
The survey includes data from 600 employers about their short and medium-term plans for hiring permanent and temporary staff.

Are economic conditions in the

UK getting better or worse?

Employer confidence trends

In light of these conditions, do you

expect confidence in hiring &

investment decisions?

In your organisation, how much

capacity is there to take on more work

without investing in new jobs?

In which job functions do you expect to find a

shortage of appropriate candidates for

permanent roles this year?

Better

Worse

Worse

18%

Better

31%

63%

31%

35% 34% 21% 10%

The net percentage is calculated by subtracting the % of respondents answering ‘worse’ from 
the % of respondents answering ‘better’ on a month to month basis

A third (35%) of employers reported having no spare resource capacity

this quarter. At 43%, medium-sized employers were most

likely to report they would need to take on new staff if work levels

increased. Meanwhile, public sector employers (46%) were more likely

to report having no spare capacity than in the private sector (32%).
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Workforce Changes: Sector Comparison

What changes have you made to your workforce in the past year?

Private Sector Public Sector

Three month rolling average to September 2020 – % of respondents

Overall, one in five (19%) UK employers highlighted that they had made redundancies in the last year. 27% also reported that they had

reduced hours. Proportionally, twice as many private than public sector employers had made redundancies, had reduced hours and/or

had actioned a headcount freeze over the last 12 months. While almost one in five  18%) private sector employers reduced earnings, just

2% of public sector hirers had  done so.. In contrast, more public than private sector respondents had increased staffing and/or pay levels.

Forecast short-term demand for permanent

hiring was notably above average (net: +13)

in two occupational groups this quarter;

Education and Health & Social Care. 

Which job functions in your organisation, if any, do you think will see an increase or decrease of

permanent members of staff and temporary agency workers in the next three months?

Indicative figures for forecast demand for

temporary agency workers suggest a higher than

average demand in three occupations. These

were Drivers, where demand rose by 25 points to

net: +23; Engineering & technical, which

increased by 21 points to +21; and Construction,

which rose by 44 points to net: +10. The figures show the month on month increase/decrease in sector prospects

using the most recent three months' rolling average values,.
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Construction
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+21%
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Should you require any further detail from the full report, or
your organisation would like more market analyses, please 

 get in touch at hello@buildingcareersuk.com

 


